
 

Soitec : first impression/first half results : 
does the future get nearer ? 

a) Soitec published its first-half results, as of September 30th, which are, as anticipated, much in the red, with 
a -74,4M€ loss at the operational level (and a net attributable profit of -82,9M€). On the contrary, and also as 
anticipated, Soitec improved its balance sheet by repaying a convertible bond thanks to some new money, the July 
2014 capital raise net proceeds (80M€), and thanks to a payment (around 60M€) from the solar project Touwsrivier.  

The most recent balance sheet is obviously the first item to look at, since Soitec keeps on burning cash, a lot, even if 
it is less and less (half year free cash-flow: -67M€ v. -218,3): 

  

With 43,9M€ in cash at hand and a 61% gearing, Soitec 
thus looks, for now, like quite a solid company. 

b) This being said, and as the story goes on, some 
changes happened, and seemed to show that things are 
going in the right direction: 

i) Soitec sold its Gallium Arsenide, or III-IV materials, 
division, a small business and mostly the remnants of the 
ex-Picogiga, for a good price, and then focuses more on the 
HF-SOI and FD-SOI promising business in its core 
electronic/digital division. 

 
ii) In the US, Soitec resold the Power Purchase Agreements it has with San Diego G&E, by far the main customer of 

the solar energy business, to an Independent Power Producer, who will build the solar plant and run it, sell electricity to 
SD G&E, and buy the cells from Soitec. This news may be considered as a positive one, even if the IPP company name 
cannot be disclosed for now, which make it somehow uncomfortable for analysts: Soitec also focuses here on its core 
business, which is CPV solar cells manufacturing. The San Diego plant is now supposed to ramp up production, at last, 
and if everything is OK, begin in calendar Q1 2015, which is the last quarter of the company 2014-15 accounting year. 

iii) Soitec bought out its partner (Reflexite) share in the JV producing the Fresnel lenses used in the CPVs. It 
is a new type of Fresnel lenses, which brings a significant improvement to the already highly efficient (the highest in the 
solar cells market) Soitec's CPVs. And thus, according to the management, will improve the San Diego plant capacity 
expressed in watts, and, in the end, profitability. 

c) To summarize, the situation looks the following, roughly (for more details, see next monday the new release of 
our Soitec in-depht research on www.olier-etudes-recherche.fr)(sorry, it will be in French): 

- the electronic/digital division, manufacturing SOI wafers, is still going through a shaky transition, with "old" SOI in a 
fast, and costly, decline, as the "new" SOI is ramping up with already good margins in RF-SOI, and may be break-even 
on the second half. Moreover, the great potential for the more generic FD-SOI technology should materialize in a mid-
term perspective, since big ICs manufacturers, STMicro, Samsung, and now Global Foundries, intend to use it for mass 
production from 2015 onwards. 

- nobody can tell how much sales the solar business may generate in the second half of the year, since it is all tied 
up to when the mysterious IPP will start the solar plant construction and give the first bookable order. So solar sales 
(and group sales) may be down this year, and with a high fixed costs base, keep contributing highly to operational loss. 

- instead, the company is supposed to burn less cash from now on, with capex expected to stand at a 20-30M€ a 
year level. And it is also supposed to get some extra money in the coming months: another payment, around 30M€, 
from the Touwsrivier Project (while still retaining 20% of the equity waiting for this project to mature), and cash from 
lease-back operations on buildings and equipments. And thus somewhat slow down the liquidity cushion attrition pace.  

- apparently fearless, Soitec's management sticks to its medium-term target, i.e. i) doubling sales and ii) be 
positive at the operational level at the 2015-2016 horizon. A bright perspective the stock-market seems to take 
implicitly into account, since the stock price, 2,1€, stands firmly above the July offer price (1,60€), and gives the 
company quite a respectable price/sales multiple at 1,8x: is the future getting nearer, after all? J Lieury 21/11/2014 

 


